Investigation of the a 0 + (980)-resonance in the reaction pp dK + K 0 at an excess energy of Q = 46 MeV with ANKE by Kleber, Vera
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the valid start counters
and stop counter 11
TOF   [TDC ch.] TOF   [TDC ch.]
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find kaon peak positions
in TOF and ∆E spectra
preselect with kaon TOF 
(+/- 30 ch.) and
chamber information 
preselection
with cut on ∆E
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FD 2 - TEL 
0
5000
-200 -100 0 100 200
FD  (layer 1) - TEL 
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e Ô Õ<Ö ×`Ø·ÙÚ-Û ÜÞÝßÙÚ àáØ àoâ Ùgf × h × Ý ÜVÙÚ àáØ
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IGauss = 1204 +/- 56
TOF (Stop 15 - Σ Start)   [ch.]
with cut 
on energy loss
285 290 295 300 305 310 315
χfit = 0.66
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m(pp,d)   [GeV/c2]
0.95 1 1.05
m(pp,K+)   [GeV/c2]
2.35 2.375 2.4 2.425 2.45
coscm(pk)
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